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Big Finish Productions Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New. This range of two-part audio dramas stars Tom Baker reprising his most popular role
as the Fourth Doctor (from 1974 - 1981) with a number of his original TV companions. This fifth
series reunites the Doctor with Romana (Lalla Ward), a fellow Time Lord for adventures across Time
and Space! The Doctor, Romana and K9 have found themselves trapped in a temporal war. On
Aoris, the past battles the future - and the future fights back! With both sides of the war now capable
of time travel, the conflict is about to enter a deadly stage. As the pieces of history lock into place,
there is little the Doctor can do. With more Time Tanks moving into combat, the endgame is
approaching. The people of Aoris risk extinction at their own hand. Can even the Doctor save the
same planet twice in the same day? Note: The adventure continues on from last month s Doctor
Who: The Paradox Planet.This is the fifth series in a Big Finish range which is hugely popular with
fans of the classic TV series Doctor Who and the pairing of...
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Reviews
It is fantastic and great. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I realized this ebook from my dad and i recommended
this pdf to find out.
-- Gunner La ng
The book is fantastic and great. It normally will not cost an excessive amount of. I am just easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a published
ebook.
-- Edg a r Witting
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